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Abstract—The proliferation of infotainment systems in the
contemporary vehicular environment offers an abundance of
information which is typically not distilled or prioritised
according to the driver's requirements and driving conditions.
Additionally, this requires from the driver to operate multiple
interfaces, resulting in an overwhelming cognitive load and a
higher probability of collision. Our work presents a new
multimodal Head-Up Display interface that aims to enhance
human responses during a potential collision whilst moderate the
plethora of incoming information through a simplified and
manageable system. The latter is fully interactive and operated
with the use of an embedded gesture recognition system. The
proposed system was evaluated by comparison to a traditional
Head-Down Display interface system by twenty users, with the use
of a high-fidelity driving simulator. The results were in favour of
the proposed system which reduces the collision propensity by
90% in a motorway environment.
Index Terms—Head-Up Display, Displays, Driving Simulator,
Traffic Flow, Collision Avoidance, Gesture Recognition,
Infotainment System

I. INTRODUCTION
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infotainment devices present inside the vehicle can
absorb the driver’s concentration on ineffective gazing at the
dashboard dials, incoming mobile communications and
navigation data in the case of Head-Down Displays (HDD), as
well as on discerning the challenging road-traffic flow [1,2].
Therefore, in potential abrupt braking of the lead vehicles, the
driver does not have the required time and situational
awareness (figure 1) to proceed in a collision-avoidance
braking manoeuvre [2,3].
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In particular, numerous studies have explored the issues created
by the use of mobile in-vehicle communication by the driver
[4,5 & 6]. An attempt to educate the users on this matter has
been pursued through different government and manufacturers
campaigns with limited results [7]. Similar issues have also
been observed during the programming of navigation devices
on-route. The stimulus overload in both cases can have
detrimental results in imminent collision scenarios [2,3].
Based on our previous experience, a Head-Up Display (HUD)
interface could offer a significant advantage in the provision of
crucial information to the driver in the extensive vehicular
windshield estate [1, 2 & 3]. Concurrent HUD interface studies
support further the use of HUD for improving driver’s response
times and collision avoidance capabilities [8, 9, 10 & 11]. In
this work, we have evolved our initial visual-only HUD
interface to a multimodal HUD that could be fully interactive
with the use of a gesture recognition system. In turn, the paper
describes succinctly the in-parallel development of a new
high-fidelity driving simulator, which provided the testing
ground for evaluation of the proposed system in contrast to
typical Head-Down Display (HDD).
This work presents an innovative approach which combines the
visual presentation of important information through a
Head-Up Display system whilst enabling the driver to interact
with the system in real-time through a novel Gesture
Recognition System.

II. GESTURE RECOGNITION CONTROLS
The utilization of gestural control as compared to conventional
controls offers the advantage of performing control tasks
without affecting the visual and cognitive attention required for
driving [12]. Notably, the gestures contain information and can
be performed without taking eyes-off-the-road. Hence, they are
ideal for developing specific in-vehicle interaction tasks that
can minimise driver distraction. An additional benefit of these
types of natural gesture is that they can be easily memorised,
causing minimum cognitive driver workload, making them an
attractive proposition for use with in-vehicle secondary
controls. This has been documented by previous studies where
participant drivers reported less distraction and had less error in
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performance when utilizing gestural controls as compared to
haptic controls [13, 14].
Unlike speech-based controls, gestural controls are not affected
by noisy conditions, dialects and accents that can be a source of
error for speech based controls.
Non-contact gestural acknowledgement additionally offers
multiple valuable benefits. However, the most important
benefit for the in-vehicle interface is the absence of physical
contact with any form of screen or surface. As such the driver is
not required to focus his/her attention to touch a particular point
in the HDD that could perform the required task as presented in
previous studies [15].
Additionally, the drivers of the aforementioned studies also
favoured the gestural controls compared to conventional
controls.
Acceptance models have indicated that gestural controls would
be readily accepted by the drivers for controlling secondary
tasks if these can be performed with one hand without
distraction [16]. This supports the hypothesis that gestures are
a rightful alternative for the current paradigm of physical
interaction by requiring minimum workload for operation and
less continuous moves. This could improve operation
proficiency and consequently, it could increase road safety
[16]. The functionality of a gesture-based system could
however be affected if the gesture interfaces are not
self-revealing, so the user has to know beforehand the specific
set of gestures that the system understands. As such it becomes
more onerous for the user to memorise the correct gestural
command set as the number of gestures increase. This is an
evident problem with some early adaptations of gesture
recognition technology by some automotive manufacturers. In
order to avoid this issue, our proposed gesture recognition
interface is seamlessly coupled with a visual Head-Up Display
interface as seen in Figure 1.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In our prior work, we have developed a prototype Head-Up
Display (HUD) interface in order to improve driver’s response
times (RT) and situational awareness during driving under
adverse weather conditions and low visibility [1, 2 & 3]. Due to
the provided windshield estate and proximity to driver’s field of
view, a HUD solution was deemed essential for a different set
of functionalities aiming to minimise driver distraction by
controlling the multiple stimuli provided by in-vehicle
infotainment devices.
In this first stage, the proposed interface was designed to set the
working framework of a visual interface that could maintain the
driver’s attention on the road and regulate primarily the
incoming communication and navigation requirements. The
proposed system employs a sequence of interrupt strategies that

prioritise the release of information to the driver depending on
the speed of the vehicle, traffic flow and weather conditions.
The prototype HUD interface is comprised of the visual and
gesture recognition interface elements as illustrated in Figure 1
below.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the actual VR Driving Simulator with enabled HUD
interface.

A. Visual Interface
The visual interface has been developed through an iterative
process of focus group testing and elimination of unnecessary
information which might distract the driver. The interface
design provided clear visual indications primarily for the
regulation of mobile phone calls, text messaging and navigation
information.
The initial system was designed with six icons namely; (a)
Home, (b) Settings, (c) Internet (d) Text Message, (e) Phone
Call, and (f) Map/Navigation. The first three icons served as
generic and calibration functions whilst the remaining three
aimed for some of the most time-consuming and
attention-seeking actions.
The system was evaluated by the focus group and the initial
user feedback suggested that although the visual information
was functional, the interaction with the icons through a gesture
recognition was burdened from the precision required to
“air-click” the icons. In order to improve the interactivity,
various methods have been implemented and tested such as
dynamic alteration of icon size or different activation methods
which did not resolve the selection issue.
In turn, the redesigned visual interface reduced to three
functional icons each time, in order to limit the selection points
and improve the system usability. The icons selected were (a)
Home, (b) Map/Navigation and (c) Text Message as presented
in Figure 2.
The Settings and Internet icons were considered obsolete for
direct use in the HUD environment and were transferred to the
HDD screen as both should be activated when the vehicle is
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immobile, and safely parked. Notably, both actions were
time-consuming and their attention-seeking properties rendered
them unusable for direct manipulation through the HUD
gesture recognition system. The Text Message icon entails an
interface duality which either provides a subtle warning about
an incoming text message or a different standardised warning
for a mobile phone call that has been blocked. The latter icon
provides simple metadata of the missed call which includes the
name of caller, and time.
Notably, the system will be activated when the vehicle
moves in high speeds (motorway environment), or in the dense
urban environment. The system will also take into
consideration the weather conditions and depending on the
adversity it will block the call or transfer it to the vehicle
speakers. As such the three main icons considered usable for
this type of HUD interface were the Home icon, Text Message
icon and the Navigation icon.

initial trials which utilised typical dynamic gestures such as
next, stop, quit and start presented in Figure 3 (a).
Interestingly the particular moves were deemed unusable as
they required approximately 2 seconds for the completion of
each move and more importantly to lift the hand completely
from the steering wheel. The latter defined the purpose of a
gesture interface, which aimed to avoid the activation of
buttons or levers away from the steering wheel area.
The technology-based gestures, utilised the selection of
icons through the use of a different number of fingers each time
between the index, middle and ring fingers as presented in
Figure 3 (b). This combinatory approach resulted in a fast and
efficient selection of buttons minimising the false selections
and the duration of the moves. However, during the preliminary
trials, it became apparent that the use of multiple finger gestures
was challenging and time-consuming during the driving
process. As such we simplified even further the interface and
utilised only one finger (pointer) selection. The latter system
alteration increased the speed of movements and the response
of the HUD interface.

Figure 2. Initial HUD interface entailing all six icons namely: (a) Home icon,
(b) Settings Icon (Idle state), (c) Navigation/Map Icon (Hover state), (d) Text
Message Icon (Warning State), (e) Phone Call Icon (Idle State) & (f) Internet
Icon (Idle State)

B. Gesture Recognition Interface
Adhering to the aforementioned iterations the three-icon
set-up required a feasible gesture vocabulary that was
memorable and readily usable by the drivers [17].
The clarity of each gesture and time of completion was
imperative to be performed within specific spatial and time
limits [18]. The sensor was positioned on the main hub above
and behind the steering wheel in proximity to the driver's hand.
This position presented the opportunity for the use of more
feasible gestures and a combination of dynamic and
technology-based gestures.
The dynamic and spatiotemporal gestures were reduced to a
straightforward movement towards the icon, imitating the
clicking process of an actual button. This was evident after

Figure 3. (a) Dynamic Gestures (Next, Quit, Start; (b) Technology Gestures
(Use of 1-3 fingers)

IV. METHODOLOGY
Consequently, the complete proposed HMI system has been
evaluated in our 4th generation Virtual Reality Driving
Simulator developed explicitly to measure drivers’
performance with the proposed HUD interface and compare its
effectiveness to traditional instrumentation techniques.
The evaluation process employed both Qualitative &
Quantitative methodologies. The qualitative evaluation entailed
a pre-test questionnaire aiming to gather information regarding
driving experience, mobile and computer technologies, as well
as driving habits. By the completion of the driving simulation
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experiments, the participants were given a post-test
questionnaire to attain knowledge regarding the usability
feedback of the proposed system.
The analysis of the results gathered from this pilot study
ranged from neutral to a positive appraisal of the system. The
results also pointed towards the required improvements and
investigations required to improve the system.
The quantitative part of the evaluation was measured through
the number of collisions that occurred per trial, the actual
response times (RT) and headway (HW) benefits derived
through its usage and subsequently the real impact in the
decrease of accident propensity [3,4].
In turn, a modified Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is
used for the qualitative evaluation process of the users’
subjective feedback with a focused interest in three
antecedents, namely; perceived ease of use, perceived ease of
usefulness and perceived enjoyment. However, in this paper,
we present the preliminary results from the users’ collisions
with and without the use of the proposed HUD interface.

V. SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS
A. Evaluation Scenarios
The proposed HUD system was evaluated through a
comparative study which contrasted existing systems and the
proposed interface in two typical driver distraction scenarios
presented below.
The simulation scenario based on a compilation of potential
accident scenarios provided by Strathclyde Police department
and used with minor variations of our previous simulation
experiments [1, 2 & 3].
This was deemed necessary in order to maintain the
consistency between the different trials whilst different
interface design and attributes are evaluated. The scenario
scheme aims to distract the driver with the use of random text
messages in demanding, high speed, traffic situation.
The system measures predominantly the human responses
through the Response Time required for the safe braking in an
imminent collision situation in a motorway environment.

C. Driving Simulator
A driving simulator was deemed an ideal system for the
system evaluation, as it is offering a controlled environment to
experiment safely [19, 20]. As such, we have developed a new
Virtual Reality (VR) driving simulator, designed explicitly for
the testing of vehicular interfaces. The new simulator utilises a
full-scale Mercedes A-Class vehicle, positioned in a CAVE
room. The latter offers a full enclosure and surround projection
which increases the immersion sensation. Additionally, the new
simulator improves on graphics and physics fidelity over
previous works [2,3]. The simulator interior provides multiple
touchscreens for the simulation of HDD, fully functional
dashboard instrumentation and Leap-motion sensors positioned
on the top of the dashboard hub for the facilitation of the
gesture recognition. Surround audio and vibrating devices
positioned on the vehicle floor enhance further the driving
experience. During each user trial, the simulator recorded the
response time in the imminent collision situations and the
actual number of collisions occurred. Additionally, the system
logged the driver’s speed, lane position, distance from the lead
vehicle and simulation elapsed time per second.

VI. EVALUATION RESULTS
The evaluation process aimed to identify the benefits and
potential issues of both HDD and HUD systems. The
simulation scenario utilises a motorway environment with light
traffic flow. During the simulation, the driver receives text
messages in random intervals presented on a tablet device
positioned in the middle of the vehicle dashboard. The
requested task is to open and read the message whilst driving.
The collision results with and without the HUD interface are
presented below in Figure 3. Evidently, the use of the HUD
resulted in a drastic drop in the number of cases where a
collision occurred and a sharp increase in the number of
uneventful runs.

B. Participants
The evaluation was performed by twenty users (7 female, 13
male) which held a valid driving licence and they were aged
between 20 and 55. For maintaining the validity of the
experiment, the Artificial Intelligence on the simulation
vehicles was programmed to follow the overall manoeuvring,
speed and distances described in the British Highway Code.
Figure 3. Number of collisions recorded with and without the HUD interface
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Figure 4. User Experience results regarding the ease of use for the HUD
interface

The collisions dropped by 42% with the use of the HUD and
Gesture Recognition interface. Furthermore, the User
Experience (UX) analysis highlighted that 80% of the users
found it very or extremely easy to use the particular gesture
recognition HUD interface as presented above in Figure 4.

or lane changing tendencies as presented in one of the
indicative user trials in Figure 5. The particular driver presented
a controlled response with the use of the HUD and avoided the
pre-determined accident spots.
In contrast, using the HDD, the driver was temporarily
distracted with the incoming messages and the navigation data
which resulted in ten collisions throughout the experiment. The
last nine collisions occurred when the driver was preoccupied
with the HDD information and selection menus. Momentarily
the driver attempts to avoid the imminent collision by braking
abruptly and steering the vehicle. Unfortunately, this typical
response entangled the driver in a multiple collision that in
real-life would have resulted in a fatal pile-up of vehicles.
Notably, the aftermath of the simulation presented ten
collisions with six vehicles and four different sections of the
road barriers.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the design and implementation
challenges of our prototype multimodal HUD interface that
aims to reduce the number of attention-seeking infotainment
interfaces and improve the response time and situational
awareness of the driver.
For the evaluation of the system, we have developed a high
fidelity full-scale driving simulator that replicated realistically
two driving scenarios of high probability collision. The system
has been preliminarily evaluated by twenty users with
promising results, demonstrating 42% improvement in
collision avoidance as the users maintained the eye gaze on the
road and their hands on the steering wheel at all times.
Out tentative plan of future work entails the optimisation of
the gesture recognition system and the incorporation of
additional visual icons so they can also be engaged by the
co-driver and remotely be transferred within the vehicle
environment. Furthermore, we are planning to continue the user
evaluation experiments in order to accumulate more conclusive
results regarding the system efficiency and usability.
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